
Foster  Decisions  Smith  in
Clash  of  Undefeated
Featherweights  in
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA (February 8, 2021) – This past Saturday,
William Foster III came into Philadelphia and won a six-round
unanimous decision over Donald Smith, in battle of undefeated
featherweights.

The bout topped a five-bout RDR Promotions card at the 2300
Arena.

The  show  was  streamed  live  on  FITE.TV,  and  still  can  be
purchased on-demand for $9.99

Foster did well by taking the fight on the inside and grind
out the rounds. Smith did well when he was able to create
space, but Foster controlled the geography of the contest, and
won by scores of 60-54 and 59-55 twice.

Foster of New Haven, Connecticut raised his perfect ledger to
12-0. Smith of Philadelphia is now 10-1.

Nahir Albright needed just 54 seconds to dispose of veteran
Darnell Jiles Jr. in a scheduled eight-round lightweight bout.

In the opening seconds of the bout, Albright came out and
landed a hard combination that stunned Jiles and forced a
standing  eight-count  by  referee  Benjy  Esteves.  Albright
continued his furious assault as he buckled Jiles and the
fight was stopped.

CLICK TO WATCH NAHIR ALBRIGHT’S 1ST ROUND STOPPAGE

Albright of Sicklerville, NJ is now 9-1 with three knockouts.
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Jiles of Rochester, NY is 9-6.

Rashiem Jefferson Jr. was impressive in controlling the action
to gain a four-round unanimous decision over upset-specialist
James Early in a featherweight contest.

Jefferson of Philadelphia is now 4-0. Early of Seat Pleasant,
Md. is 5-7.

Sharif Rahman dropped Gladimir Jacinto three-times en-route to
a third-round stoppage in their scheduled four-round junior
middleweight contest.

Rahman dropped Jacinto once in round two, and two more times
in round three to force the stoppage upon the final knockdown.

Rahman of Baltimore, Md. is now 4-0 with three knockouts.
Jacinto of Fresno, Ca. is 0-3.

New  Jersey  Golden  Gloves  champion  Derrick  Starling  was
successful in his pro debut as he pounded out a four-round
unanimous decision over Jose Nunez in a heavyweight bout.

Starling of Philadelphia won by scores of 40-36 twice and
39-37, and is now 1-0. Nunez of Reading, PA is 0-2.

RDR Promotions will be back at the 2300 Arena on Saturday,
March 6th. The lineup will be announced shortly.

No  Spectators  Allowed  for
Tomorrow  Night’s  RDR
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Promotions  Card  in
Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA (February 5, 2021) -Due to the ongoing Global
Pandemic, there will be no spectators allowed inside the 2300
Arena for tomorrow night’s RDR Promotions boxing event.

Fans who purchased tickets will have refunds available at the
point of purchase beginning on Sunday.

The  show,  which  will  feature  a  mouth-watering  battle  of
undefeated featherweight’s Donald “No Love” Smith (10-0, 6
KOs) of Philadelphia taking on William Foster III (11-0, 8
KOs) of New Haven, Connecticut will be still be streamed LIVE
on FITE.TV for just $9.99. (CLICK LINK TO GO DIRECTLY TO EVENT
PAGE

The fights, which begin at 7:30 PM ET will be called by world-
class  boxing  broadcaster  Marc  Abrams  and  two-time
cruiserweight  world  champion  Steve  “USS”  Cunningham

In the eight-round co-feature, undefeated welterweight Mark
Dawson (7-0-1, 3 KOs) takes on Derrick Whitley Jr. (6-1-1) in
an eight-round bout.

In six-round bouts:

Nahir Albright (8-1, 2 KOs) of Sicklerville, New Jersey fights
veteran Darnell Jiles Jr. (9-5-2, 3 KOs) of Rochester, New
York in a lightweight contest.

Sharif Rahman (3-0, 2 KOs) of Las Vegas fights Gladmir Jacinto
(0-2) of Fresno, California in a super welterweight bout.

Rahman is the son of former Heavyweight Champion of the World,
Hasim Rahman.

In four-round bouts:
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Rashiem Jefferson (3-0) of Philadelphia takes on James Early
(5-6) of Seat Pleasant, Maryland in a featherweight tussle.

Derrick Starling of New Jersey will make his pro debut against
Jose Nunez (0-1) of Reading, PA in a heavyweight fight.

February  6th  RDR  Promotions
card  to  Stream  LIVE  on
FITE.TV
Philadelphia, PA (January 29, 2021) – The terrific February
6th RDR Promotions card at the 2300 Arena in Philadelphia now
has a distribution home.

The  show,  which  will  feature  a  mouth-watering  battle  of
undefeated featherweight’s Donald “No Love” Smith (10-0, 6
KOs) of Philadelphia taking on William Foster III (11-0, 8
KOs)  of  New  Haven,  Connecticut  will  be  streamed  LIVE  on
FITE.TV for just $9.99. (CLICK LINK TO GO DIRECTLY TO EVENT
PAGE)

To kick off fight-week, many of the participants of the card
will  take  part  in  a  virtual  press  conference  on  Tuesday,
February 2nd, beginning at 7 PM. The platforms for the press
conference will be announced later this week.

Smith, 27 of Philadelphia, has a record of 10-0 with six
knockouts. Smith is a five-year professional, and is coming
off a six-round unanimous decision over Abdur-Raheem Abdullah
on August 10, 2019 in Philadelphia.

Foster,  27,  of  New  Haven,  Connecticut  is  11-0  with  eight
knockouts. The six-year pro has quality wins over undefeated
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Sulaiman Segawa (10-0) and Angel Suarez. In his last bout,
Foster took out Jahmal Dyer in three rounds on November 9,
2019 in Portland, Maine.

In the eight-round co-feature, undefeated welterweight Mark
Dawson takes on Derrick Whitley Jr. in an eight-round bout.

Dawson, 23, of Philadelphia is undefeated at 7-0-1 with three
knockouts. The five-year professional, is coming off a six-
round unanimous decision over crosstown rival Vincent Floyd on
November 7th at the 2300 Arena. Dawson is managed by Split-T
Management.

Whitley of Springfield, Mass. has a record of 6-1-1. The 29
year-old is a four-year professional. In his last bout, Whitey
fought to a no-decision with Jermaine Corley due to a cut
caused by an accidental headbutt on December 13th, 2019 in
Springfield, Massachusetts.

In six-round bouts:

Nahir Albright (8-1, 2 KOs) of Sicklerville, New Jersey fights
veteran Darnell Jiles Jr. (9-5-2, 3 KOs) of Rochester, New
York in a lightweight contest.

Sharif Rahman (3-0, 2 KOs) of Las Vegas fights Gladmir Jacinto
(0-2) of Fresno, California in a super welterweight bout.

Rahman is the son of former Heavyweight Champion of the World,
Hasim Rahman.

In four-round bouts:

Rashiem Jefferson (3-0) of Philadelphia takes on James Early
(5-6) of Seat Pleasant, Maryland in a featherweight tussle.

Derrick Starling of New Jersey will make his pro debut against
Jose Nunez (0-1) of Reading, PA in a heavyweight fight.

Tickets for this this outstanding evening are $150 for VIP;



$125 for Ringside and 100 for General Admission and can be
purchased by emailing rricereview@yahoo.com

All Covid 19 Protocols will be enforced including wearing a
Mask at all times and ID is required.

RDR  Promotions  Presents  a
Super  Night  of  Boxing  on
Saturday, February 6th at The
2300 Arena in Philadelphia
Philadelphia, PA (January 19, 2021) – A terrific night of
boxing is planned for Saturday night, February 6th at the 2300
Arena in Philadelphia.

The eight-bout event, promoted by RDR Promotions will feature
a  pair  of  undefeated  featherweights  in  the  main  event  as
Donald “No Love” Smith takes on William Foster III in a bout
scheduled for six-rounds.

Smith, 27 of Philadelphia, has a record of 10-0 with six
knockouts. Smith is a five-year professional, and is coming
off a six-round unanimous decision over Abdur-Raheem Abdullah
on August 10, 2019 in Philadelphia.

Foster,  27,  of  New  Haven,  Connecticut  is  11-0  with  eight
knockouts. The six-year pro has quality wins over undefeated
Sulaiman Segawa (10-0) and Angel Suarez. In his last bout,
Foster took out Jahmal Dyer in three rounds on November 9,
2019 in Portland, Maine.

In the eight-round co-feature, undefeated welterweight Mark
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Dawson takes on Derrick Whitley Jr. in an eight-round bout.

Dawson, 23, of Philadelphia is undefeated at 7-0-1 with three
knockouts. The five-year professional, is coming off a six-
round unanimous decision over crosstown rival Vincent Floyd on
November 7th at the 2300 Arena. Dawson is managed by Split-T
Management.

Whitley of Springfield, Mass. has a record of 6-1-1. The 29
year-old is a four-year professional. In his last bout, Whitey
fought to a no-decision with Jermaine Corley due to a cut
caused by an accidental headbutt on December 13th, 2019 in
Springfield, Massachusetts.

In six-round bouts:

Nahir Albright (8-1, 2 KOs) of Sicklerville, New Jersey fights
veteran Darnell Jiles Jr. (9-5-2, 3 KOs) of Rochester, New
York in a lightweight contest.

Edgar  Joe  Cortes  (6-6-1)  of  Vineland,  New  Jersey  fights
Michael  Stoute  (3-2-1)  of  Long  Island,  New  York  in  a
featherweight  contest.

Sharif Rahman (3-0, 2 KOs) of Las Vegas fights Gladmir Jacinto
(0-2) of Fresno, California in a super welterweight bout.

Rahman is the son of former Heavyweight Champion of the World,
Hasim Rahman.

In four-round bouts:

Rashiem Jefferson (3-0) of Philadelphia takes on James Early
(5-6) of Seat Pleasant, Maryland in a featherweight tussle.

Kahshad Elliott (1-0, 1 KO) of Plainfield, New Jersey will
take on an opponent to be named in a super welterweight fight.

Elliott is managed by Split-T Management, and is promoted by
Top Rank.



Derrick Starling of New Jersey will make his pro debut in a
heavyweight fight.

Tickets for this this outstanding evening are $150 for VIP;
$125 for Ringside and 100 for General Admission and can be
purchased by emailing rricereview@yahoo.com

All Covid 19 Protocols will be enforced including wearing a
Mask at all times and ID is required.


